Aidesu
(Notable NPC)
These beautiful creatures appear like pinkish-blue clouds of shimmering dust and colorful
ribbons that slowly drift over the ground. Various objects that bring comfort and good
memories flow within this mellow mist. These objects are only illusions however, and quickly
dissolve into nothingness if removed. It represents a vast array of gentle emotions and
concepts that include devotion, attraction, sacrifice, forgiveness, respect, friendship and
anything else that can be associated with love.

Traits: Aidesu, Possession.
Attributes
Control
3

Daring
10

Fitness
12

Conn
3

Security
4

Insight
15

Presence
8

Reason
10

Disciplines
Command

5

Engineering
--

Science
--

Medicine

1

Focuses: Empathy, Compassion, Love.

Values: Let Love guide your way.

Stress: 16

Resistance: 0

Attacks:
0 A Farewell to Arms (Melee, Non-lethal)
A
A
A

Special Rules
Farewell to Arms: Unbound Aidesu are often drawn to areas where there is much hate &
repulsion & act to restore the bonds of love that once existed there. They have no enemies
& never harm living creatures, even in self defence. It's touch fills its target with a deep
abhorrence for weapons & bloodshed, causing it to drop any weapon it is presently
holding.
Covert Possession: Any living, sentient creature merely listening to it must succeed on an
Opposed Insight roll vs it's influence or become unable to employ violence for any
purpose as long as it continues soothing them. Using this ability precludes any other. Acts
or threats of violence directed at the pacified creature breaks its influence. It can possess a
creature & cause it to fall in love with or befriend any creature in sight. This love can
manifest in many ways, depending on the possessed creature's preferences & personality;
physical attraction, unwavering devotion or simple helpfulness are the most common
expressions. Causing a person to fall in love with someone does not guarantee that this
momentary flame willl evolve into full-fledged love or friendship or even that it will not
turn to hatred later. This ability costs it 10 Stress & can only be used on one target/day.
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